Statement from Acting OMB Director Shalanda Young

Budgetary Impact Analysis for Executive Order Entitled
“Catalyzing Clean Energy Industries and Jobs Through Federal Sustainability”

This executive order advances the Federal Government’s preparedness and resilience to climate change by requiring the Federal Government to transition to a carbon pollution-free electricity sector and achieve net-zero emissions economy-wide. Implementing this executive order would have de minimis impact on costs and revenues to the Federal Government. The benefits of this executive order include lower greenhouse gas emissions from Federal Government operations and the Federal supply chain, improved and more resilient Federal buildings and infrastructure, a more sustainable Federal fleet, and growth in clean industries and jobs. Implementing this executive order would have de minimis impact on mandatory and discretionary obligations and outlays, as well as on revenues to the Federal Government, in the 5-year fiscal period beginning in fiscal year 2022. The agencies anticipated to be impacted by this executive order include all Departments and agencies of the Executive Branch.